


Methodology

• 250 telephone interviews on media and technology usage/behaviour
- 116 low literacy respondents, 134 low numeracy respondents
- 50 formal learners, 200 non-learners

• Split between London, Cardiff and Newcastle

• Aged 25 – 55

• SEG C2DE

• Filtered via detailed recruitment screener

Stage One: Quantitative

• 6 focus groups with 6 people selected from the quant stage

- 3x low literacy groups

- 3x low numeracy groups

- 2 in London, 2 in Cardiff, 2 in Newcastle

• Respondents identified and groups organised according to:

- Technological sophistication – high or low 

- Age (25 – 45, 35 – 55)

Stage Two: Qualitative
• 5 in home depths

- 2 x low literacy

- 2 x low numeracy

- 1 x low literacy and 
numeracy

• 2 in Newcastle, 3 in London



Key findings 

1. The research did not find significant differences from the literacy and 
numeracy audiences

2. There was a close correlation between computer/ web literacy and openness to 
receiving literacy and numeracy skills advice through technology

3. The research suggested that digital media and the internet could help achieve 
tangible literacy and numeracy learning outcomes. Web literacy can help the 
audience make the “leap” to acknowledging a skills gap and doing something 
about it

4. For the harder-to-reach audience who don’t want formal learning, technology 
can achieve softer literacy and numeracy outcomes

5. This suggests that using social media to reach this audience will only access 
those already reasonably proficient online



Our reaction to the findings (which you might share)

Surprise at the survey results

The high proportion who had access and used the 
internet and social media

Reassurance from the sample

This is a young sample (25-55 only)

Understanding from the qual

The internet is increasingly understood as an 
essential for entertainment and communication

Familiarity in some of the response

Behaviours and attitudes towards the internet are 
similar to the mainstream



The researched audience is highly engaged with home entertainment, 
showing that age is a greater factor in digital media usage than social 
grade or education

Source: Ofcom 2009, ONS 2008, 2009
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Chart base: 250 (all respondents) 
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Computer ownership and internet use - split by age



A big shift has occurred in how most of this audience 
perceive the internet in the last couple of years

• Although younger respondents and office workers often had longer
relationships, many in the audience had started using the internet in 
the last 2-3 years

It was for geeks 
wasn’t it, wasting 

time?

Primarily for 
information, study 

and work

Intimidating and dull

Perceived as a method 
of performing tasks

Enhancing communication, 
saving money and having fun

Seeing the benefits not the 
technology

You can save money and 
share photos and have a 

giggle …

Perceived as a way of 
improving life



We discovered five groups who treat the internet and social 
media very differently (details to can be found in Appendix)

Technology rejecters1 Fearful and defensive about computer 
technology – tend to be older

Interested but don’t know 
how

2 Want to build skills but afraid of 
failure – often ask kids to access

Specific-siters3 Have got a start but only trust and use 
a very limited number of sites

Starting to explore4 Getting confident online and probably 
using social media

Social media enthusiasts5 Very active on social media – more 
than the population average



As with the rest of population, the internet is becoming a utility for most 
users, and there is still room for internet use to rise in this group. But 
building trust is crucial to reaching and retain this audience.

84% have at least 1 computer at home and 63% have at 
least one laptop

73% of this audience personally use a computer at 
home

Numeracy know fans

>2

43% 39% 31%

30%
23%

28%

20%
18% 21%

93%
80% 79%

Low
Literacy

Low
Numeracy

Low Literacy
and Low

1 
computer

2 
computers

>2 
computers

Number of computers at home - split 
by literacy and numeracy

28%
44% 38% 42% 35%

20%
9%

33% 33%
25%4%

16%

17%
18%

35%

52%

69%

88%
93% 96%

Tech
rejects

Interested
but don't

Specific
sites

Starting
to explore

Social
media

1

2

Number of computers at home - split 
by technical segments

Chart base: 250 (all respondents)



Search, Email, and online shopping are the most popular online 
activities across this group. “Life admin” provides clear benefits to this 
audience and government sites are well known and used.

Chart base: 183 (respondents using CPUs at home)
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Many of the active social media users had built significant 
social confidence through the sites

Any application or group would clearly need to be 
stealthy and entertaining

• Social networking sites have become popular because it 
connects and entertains them

• Many had developed passions for the gaming and 
entertainment applications

• Respondents are aware, though, that they are obviously 
“in public” with their profiles

• Few responded well to the idea of any explicit learning 
application entering into this world 



An incredible 78% of households surveyed had at least one 
games console in their household, and 34% of households 
surveyed have a connected console.

Is there an opportunity to reach this audience 
through online gaming platforms? 

In comparison, 
only 47% UK 
households 

have a console

78%
50%

44%
32%
32%

26%
24%
24%

15%
10%

8%
8%

At least one
Nintendo Wii
Nintendo DS

Sony PS2
Sony PS3

Microsoft Xbox 360
Gameboy
Sony PSP

Sony PS
Microsoft Xbox

Others
Nintendo GameCube

Respondent or any family members own a game console

Chart base: 250 (all respondents)



For those that have games consoles at home, their children are the main users, 
but almost half personally use. Over a third of the audience personally spend 
over an hour a day playing console games

Who uses game consoles74%

47%

23% 22%

Children Respondent Partner/ spouse Other adults at home

Clearly skews to young – 63% of 
25-34 year olds; 33% of 45-54 year 

olds

Chart base: 195 (respondents with game consoles)

26% 13% 23% 11% 5%

Less than 15 minutes
15 - 30 

minutes
30 minutes -

1 hour 1 - 2 hours
2 - 4 

hours
More than 
4 hours

Time spent on game consoles by respondent

Chart base: 195 (respondents with game consoles)

Average time 
spent 

playing is 
c. 1.2 hours



Games and games consoles provide opportunities to reach our 
audiences with gaming the most obvious and appealing platform 
for those wanting to improve skills.

• The Wii is the most popular console with 50% of the sample owning 
one, most importantly, the Wii reaches parts of the audience other 
consoles can’t.

• The Nintendo DS and its brain training games were the most talked 
about learning tools, although respondents did not see these games as 
for “learning”.

Is there an opportunity for a more accessible “brain trainer”?



Gaming is a real opportunity across the different groups

• Will appeal to those resistant to more formal learning and 
those who are less likely to self-identify

• Hand-held games and internet applications can reach 
these groups

The clearest learning opportunity identified across 
the research to reach this audience

Obviously games 
need to be 

entertaining first 
with learning as a 

benefit

Types of Bingo & “casino games”
(without money), number puzzle games 

are popular even with low numeracy

Word puzzles and “challenges” can also 
work

Brain training games combine both 
literacy, numeracy and logic – and are 

broadly accepted



There is near universal mobile phone penetration in this 
audience, but the advanced functions are driven by the 
youngest age groups

Personal mobile phone ownership

4% 27% 42% 28%

No 
mobile 
phone

Simple phone 
capable of voice calls 
and text messaging0

Some multimedia features like 
being able to listen to music 

Smartphone that can 
access the internet, has 

a full keyboard

We suspect this might 
be a slight 

overestimate based on 
misunderstanding of 

the term “smartphone”

Chart base: 250 (all respondents)

98%
95%

77%
66%

57%
51%

36%
34%

30%
30%

27%
26%

21%
19%

15%

98%
98%

80%
74%
75%

60%
43%

42%
49%

42%
38%

43%
40%

29%
20%

Calls
Text

Taking pictures/ videos
Calculator

Organiser/ calendar
Bluetooth

Listening to music(radio)
Listening to music (downloaded)

Playing games
Watching videos

Instant messaging
Browsing internet

Accessing social networking sites
Email

Downloading applications (inc. games)

Whole sample
Age: 25 - 34

Which of the following activities do you use your phone for?

Chart base: 241 (respondents with mobile phones), 
65 (respondents aged 25-34 with mobile phones)



Smartphone drives usage of mobile, social networking and 
video consumption on mobile, but for the majority of the 
audience, this feels expensive and intimidating. 

I do everything on 
it now – probably 
spend too much 

time and money …
can’t think what it 
was like before I 

had it [Nokia N96]

• As with the rest of the population, unlimited 
internet allowances with true smartphones 
revolutionise behaviour

• Gaming, social networking and watching 
videos drive internet use for the younger 
members



MP3/4 usage is limited to music for most, but young are 
much more active. Downloading content was still 
surrounded with security, legality and technical issues.

Podcasts are not popular at all with this audience – even less so 
with the younger groups – not an effective way of reaching them

What have you done with your MP3/ MP4 player (in the last month)
Listen to music

Access the internet

Download a paid for music track

Watch video content

Download a pirate music track

Download a podcast

Download a paid for video

Download a pirate video

None of these

87%

28%

15%

14%

7%

7%

4%

3%

11%

43% of 25-34 
year olds 

claim to have 
accessed the 

internet 
through their 

MP3/4

Chart base: 138 (respondents with MP3/MP4 devices)



Many of those who did not self-identify literacy/numeracy 
issues felt more comfortable talking about learning with 
their kids

• Many talked about not being as good 
as their kids online

• There are also fears of not being able 
to help their kids with homework as 
they lack the skills

• Positioning a service around kids 
could help attract different groups 
(all except technology rejecters) e.g.

- How to help kids with homework

- How to keep your kids safe 
online

- How to play educational games 
with your kids

You want to spend 
time with them rather 
than them just getting 
on with it and racing 

ahead – if there was a 
how to that we could 
use I could help them 

a bit more



Some Ideas
1 – Games!

Production quality and playability of Brain Training, Farmville, etc. –
this audience is very discriminating about quality

2 – Kids
Like Read and Write Together but online/ using the computer
“Helping them” to learn. 

3 –Literacy and Numeracy as part of the Web/Life
Focused on the benefits of the internet, and focus on using web 
literacy as a way into literacy and numeracy outcomes

4 – Presence on Facebook
•Links on fan groups to extend perception of what BBC has to offer
•Developing learning games to compete with the best and in the 
meantime, try to form partnerships/ promote BBC service with 
established games and applications which have literacy and 
numeracy outcomes



Appendix



You hear about 
girls getting 
murdered 

because of the 
internet…it’s not 

for me

What’s wrong 
with writing a 

letter or picking 
up the phone?

Who Technology Access & Usage

Attitudes to Technology

Potential Routes for the BBC

• TV is main source of 
entertainment

• Many do not have a computer at 
home and for those who do, it is 
for their family (usually their 
children)

• Only technology they own and use 
is a basic mobile phone (never 
been upgraded) and/or a PVR 
which they were taught to use

Technology rejecters – c. 10% of the audience����

• Fear of technology on a number 
of levels – lack of security, 
scared by “horror stories” in the 
press and worried about 
breaking something

• Fail to understand the benefits 
from using a computer or the 
internet - see no clear reason to 
change their current behaviour to 
include technology

• Very difficult to reach this 
audience via technology

• An alternative method/medium 
would need be used e.g. digital 
TV

• Older than average - 52% aged 
45 – 55; 16% 25 - 34

• 52% have no children living at 
home



I sometimes ask 
my daughter to 

show me pictures 
of people I know 

on Facebook

The kids are so 
quick when they 
use it, I got lost 
watching them!

• Older - 58% aged 45 – 55;  16% 
25 - 34

• More DE audience

• 53% have no children living at 
home

Who
Technology Access & Usage

Attitudes to Technology

Potential Routes for the BBC

• Only ever interacted with 
internet through kids doing 
school work or showing them 
things online e.g. photos of 
family on Facebook

• Unsophisticated usage of mobile 
phones (only text and call) 

• Enjoy playing games on the PC 
such as Solitaire (having been 
shown how to do it)

Interested but don’t know how – c. 18% of the audience����

• Understand the benefits of the 
internet from seeing what it 
offers their kids, so would like 
to use themselves

• Excited by potential but scared 
of making a start

• Lack confidence and drive to 
learn – feel they don’t know 
where to start and would never 
be able to understand it

• Very simple step-by-step 
guides to the internet and/ or 
literacy and numeracy

• “Learn with your kids/ others”



I only use the 
internet to send 
emails and eBay 

to sell things

My son set me up 
on online bingo 

because he 
knows I like 

bingo but that’s 
all I do on the 

internet

Who
Technology Access & Usage

Attitudes to Technology

Potential Routes for the BBC

• More than one computer in the 
house – a PC and a laptop for kids

• Use internet at least every other 
day but only use sites they know 
how to navigate having been 
shown what to do (usually by kids)

• Far more depth of gaming usage -
play online, use consoles (mainly 
Wii) and handheld devices 
(Nintendo DS)

Specific Siters – c. 17% of the audience����

• Confident about using favourite
sites alone but not confident 
browsing 

• Trust and security is main 
issue

• Only use sites that feel directly 
relevant to their lives e.g. 
shopping, email accounts, 
games, price comparison, and 
for some, Facebook, 
government sites

• Gaming
• Marketing the trusted BBC 

brand and raising awareness 
as education provider

• Resources to share with kids

• More middle-age families 69% 
aged 25 – 44 (45% aged 35 -
44)

• 76% have at least one child 
living at home



It’s amazing what 
you can do on it 
[internet], I wish 
I’d started using 

it years ago

I’ve just set up a 
Facebook 

account so I’m 
playing around 

with that lots now 

Who Technology Access & Usage

Attitudes to Technology

Potential Routes for the BBC

• Household quite technologically 
sophisticated – more likely to 
have PVR, HD, laptops, iPods, 
Smartphones

• Used internet for the last couple 
of years - usage driven by word 
of mouth from friends or using 
computer at work

• Love browsing - search sites 
often one of first they visit

• Use mobile for basic functions but 
see themselves using a more 
sophisticated phone in the future

Starting to Explore – c. 36% of the audience����

• Realise benefits of the internet 
and get excited about it

• Fear feeling left behind – have 
gone through the pain of learning 
online skills and want to improve

• Confident about using internet, 
less bothered about 
safety/security

• Only don’t access internet via 
phone as worry about getting 
charged

• Show the clear benefits of the site 
with an emphasis on “improving 
yourself”

• Games

• 26% aged 25 – 34, 41% aged 35 
- 44

• 72% SEG C2D



I rushed home 
from work last 

week to plough my 
field on Farmville, 
my friends think 

I’m mad!

It’s great because 
I’ve started to 

speak to friends 
more and my 

phone bills have 
gone down

Who
Technology Access & Usage

Attitudes to Technology

Potential Routes for the BBC

• Have own laptop (separate to 
kids) and use every day because 
love social networking

• TV is passive entertainment -
often watch and use laptop 
simultaneously 

• Play games on various platforms 
e.g. online, on social networking 
sites, consoles and phone

• Not necessarily “techy” - not 
more likely to have smartphone

Social media fans – c. 19% of the audience����

• Fully realise the benefits of the 
internet and social networking -
for many it’s an obsession 

• Social networking sites provide 
main source of concentrated 
entertainment through gaming

• Love getting in touch with and 
speaking to people – comforting 
for many lonely at home and 
gives them confidence to 
reaffirm friendships

• Games on Facebook with links 
to BBC website

• Be aware of a too earnest 
approach – they love fun

• Much younger - 48% aged 25 –
34

• 67% have at least one child 
living at home




